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Motivation

 The Novellus/Lam Sequel chamber is a high-productivity PECVD 
chamber and offers a high flexibility in particular for dielectric stacks. 
So it requires also a high process stability. 

 Every kind of process control should enable sensitive Fault Detection 
and Classification (FDC) as well as control of process mix impact.

 This tool offers an excellent process performance but the capability of 
process control by tool data is limited.
In particular RF power faults are difficult to detect, for example, if the 
failed RF power at one station is only sporadic and does not cause 
increased reflected power. In this case, a RF fault at one shower 
head is not detected by any of the standard tool monitoring systems.
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NEED Measurement Principle

 The Hercules® N metrology system uses the special plasma model 
NEED (Nonlinear extended electron dynamics) and allows so the 
plasma characterization of plasma CVD tools up to 1300 Pa (about 
10 Torr).

 The data from the N system are different from those of Hercules® C. 
The main reason belongs to different design of etch and PECVD 
chambers. The last ones have usually a movable wafer chuck so that 
the wafer is not completely RF grounded. This must be considered in 
a combined plasma and chamber model. Finally this prevents the 
algorithm to determine the electron density exactly and the model is 
not able to determine the collision rate from the plasma resistance.

 So the main parameters are:
– normalized plasma resistivity, basically collision rate over density, 
– resonance frequency, basically plasma density
– RF chamber wall current
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Plasma Resistivity and Chamber State

 The plasma resistivity is the ratio of the Ohmic resistance of the 
bulk and the capacitive reactance of the sheath. It reflects the ratio 
of the chemical power in the bulk (deposition rate) and the ionic 
power in the sheath (layer morphology).
 The higher this ratio the higher the RF bulk power → Chemistry.   

 The chamber state is a measure of conditioning and depends on 
the behavior of the ions in the sheath and the chemistry in the bulk 
and chamber wall.
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Resonance Frequency

 The resonance frequency is the serial resonance of the bulk 
inductance, and the sheath capacitance and is a property of the 
plasma. This parameter includes the inertia effect from the chamber 
and from the inert mass of the electrons (density). 
 The lower the difference between generator and resonance frequency 

the higher the dissipated RF power in the plasma bulk. 
 A varied generator frequency influences the resonance conditions of 

the serial oscillator! Equivalent electrical circuit 
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Zplasma = R + j XL + j XC 
in case of resonance is XL + XC = 0
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Resonance and generator Frequency

fres

 In case of resonance the reactance of serial oscillator is zero.
 That means that the plasma resistivity is very small resulting in a 

large current. A resonance frequency away from the generator 
frequency is recommended for a good process stability
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Plasma Monitoring by NEED
Sensor Installation and Chamber Configuration

 The Novellus Sequel chamber has 6 wafer positions (200 mm) and 6 
shower heads opposite the wafer.

 The RF-Power (13.56 MHz) is capacitively coupled by the 
showerheads, the LF-Power (450 kHz) is capacitively coupled by 
wafer electrode (heater block).

Schema Sequel chamber

 A commercially available plasma 
metrology sensor was installed at wafer 
level near to electrode 3 on a standard 
vacuum flange of our LAM Sequel 
fabrication tool. 

 The most important parameters are:
– Plasma Resistivity
– Resonance Frequency
– RF-Fundamental_A (RF-Current)
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Sporadic failed RF Power at one Station

 Failed RF-Power at one station leads to asymmetric 
power input in chamber and to a very non-uniform 
plasma in chamber.

 The measured average of the Plasma Resistivity
depends on the position/distance of the failed 
electrode to the sensor.  

Plasma Resistivity
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Sporadic failed RF Power at one Station

 Normally both RF Power and RF current are equally distributed. In 
case of failed ignition at one station, the RF-Power distributes over 5 
station instead of 6. So the RF-Power and also the RF-Current per 
working station increases.

 The measured RF current depends on the position or distance of the 
failed electrode to the sensor.

RF-Fundamental [A]
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Plasma Resistivity at Sequel (BPTEOS deposition)

 After a standard chamber wet clean the plasma resistivity jumped to 
higher and more unstable values. 

 This anomalous behavior wasn‘t detectable in another tool FDC 
parameter. 

Chamber wet clean
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Root Cause Analysis

 There was a heavy contamination, much more than expected after 5 
days production. Additionally some minor hardware adjustments were 
necessary:
– Shunt capacitor voltage higher than required.
– Ceramic isolator incorrect installed at heater connector.
– Clean endpoint was incorrect, high AlF3 residuals on the shower heads 

after few processed wafer.
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FDC Conclusions

 Plasma RF ignition fault can be easily detected and classified.

 The plasma monitoring, based on a real-time plasma model, is able to 

detect

– insufficient wet clean,

– minor hardware misadjustments,

– local effects in a large chamber.

 Influence of process mix was easily shown but not yet fully 

understood.

 With this experimental background it is possible to set sufficient 

warning limits.
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Memory effects ?

 The mechanism behind the effect of the parameter drift are not clear 
understood until now.

 It is assumed that the chamber state is modified by used gases while 
an undoped TEOS preprocess.

BPTEOS Clean UTEOS  Clean  BPTEOS  
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Conclusion

 The plasma monitoring can detect and classify power loss on shower 

heads and the position of the failed shower (FDC detection and 

classification) in running production by combination of different 

parameters.

 In addition, the plasma monitoring allows the detection of faulty 

process behavior after wet clean and maintenance measures, 

respectively.



Outlook

 The plasma monitoring is a powerful tool for:

– Processes stability improvement 

– Chamber dry clean optimization

– More throughput and lower cost of owner chip.

 In particular the detection of damage and aging of chamber parts is a 

big potential of plasma monitoring applications.

 Future applications are also the control of chamber matching as well 

as the solution of chamber matching issues.


